Chapter 27, sections 1 – 2: Imperialism Review

1. Review the map of Colonial Africa.

2. Understand the term “Scramble for Africa.”

3. Understand what went on at the “Berlin Conference of 1884 – 1885,” and what the goals of the Conference were.

4. Know the motives (causes of) for Imperialism.
   a. How is Imperialism connected to the needs of the Industrial Revolution?
   b. Why did Europeans WANT colonies?

5. Know the outcomes of Imperialism.
   a. What is the connection of Imperialism to Nationalism?
      1) For European nations?
      2) For those areas that were colonized?

6. Understand the Positive and Negative impact of Imperialism.
   a. For the Colonies:
   b. For the Mother Country:

7. How / why did native people try to resist European Domination?

8. Why did the British use Indirect Control to govern their colonies?

For Sections 3 (the Middle East) and 4 (India), please review those 2 notes pages.

9. Why was the Middle East’s location so important?

10. Why was India the Jewel in the Crown?

11. What were the causes and results of the Sepoy Mutiny (Rebellion)?

2016: Study pages 92 – 101 in your notebook:

92: Vocabulary Chapter 27
93: Colonial Africa and Asia
94: The Game of Imperialism
95: Documents
96: Scramble for Afr.
97: Boer War
98: Resistance
99. Mid East
100. India